
 

City of Bend 

Fire & Rescue 

 

Section 1 - Individual Performance Standards 

Section 1.1 - LADDERS 
 

Task 1.1.1 - 24' Extension Ladder Raise from 

Rack - One person 
 

 

 

STANDARD: 
 

 Working as a individual, properly remove a 24' extension ladder from apparatus carry and set. 

 Using all safety precautions. 

 

RESOURCES:  
1.     Full protective clothing & SCBA 

2.     One fire apparatus with ladder compliment 

 

PROCEDURE: 

 

A.     Remove ladder the from engine 

         1.     With engine ladder rack in lowered position. 

         2.     Stand facing ladder at marked balance point. 

         3.     Grasp two rungs about shoulder width apart and lift ladder from rack.   

         4.     Turn toward heel while placing upper or lower beam of ladder on shoulder. 

         5.     Steady ladder with near hand (to ladder) on rung ahead of shoulder and 

                  other hand on next rung toward heel or upper beam. 

         6.     Carry ladder with heel about waist height. 
 

B.     Raise ladder 

         1.     Place the butt end of the ladder at the desired place with the butt spurs on the ground.  

2. Grasp a rung in front of your shoulder with your free hand. 

3. Remove the opposite arm from beneath the rungs, step beneath the ladder and grasp a convenient 

rung with other hand. 

4. Check for overhead obstructions and advance hand over hand down the rungs toward the butt until 

the ladder is in a vertical position..                                                                      

5. Extend the ladder by pulling the halyard until the ladder has been raised to the desired level and  

the pawls are engaged.                                                                                    

6. If the ladder isn’t against the building lean the ladder gently against the building. 

7. Position the ladder for climbing (approx. 75 degrees) by pushing against an upper rung to keep the 

ladder against the building. 

8. Grasp a lower rung with your other hand and move the ladder butt carefully out from the building 

to the desired location. 

9. Secure halyard; if necessary, turn ladder to bring the fly to the out position. 

 

C.     Secure ladder 

         1.     Secure halyard with clove hitch and safety. 

         2.     Tie ladder into building or heel ladder prior to climbing. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


